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Abstract

In this thesis, we propose SnuMAP, an open-source modular trace profiler for

many-core systems. SnuMAP provides per-application and whole-system views

of multiple data points of interest: core allocation, power, CPU and memory

utilization. Additionally, SnuMAP is light-weight, requires no source-code in-

strumentation and does not degrade the performance of the target parallel

application. It alternatively gathers valuable information and insights for ap-

plication developers and many-core resource managers. This type of tools con-

tinues to gain importance as today’s many-core systems co-schedule multiple

parallel workloads to increase system utilization. We have put SnuMAP to use

in numerous research projects and present in this paper a snapshot of essen-

tial findings enabled by the visualization and data SnuMAP can provide. This

project started originally as a simple open-source profiler, then it grew and

evolved into the complex analysis tool it is today. More information is available

at http://csap.snu.ac.kr/software/snumap.

Keywords: profiler, many-core systems, NUMA, power, Intel RAPL

Student Number: 2016-22100
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

Motivated by the endless need for additional performance, in recent years there

has been a clear trend transforming computer systems from simple single-core

architectures into multi-socket many-core systems. Moving from raising the

CPU frequency to uniting more and more cores in different arrangements on

single/multiple sockets, it is now common for modern data centers and high-

performance computing (HPC) centers to operate distributed many-core com-

puter nodes in single or multi-socket arrangements. Not only high-performance

systems take advantage of a large number of cores, but also desktop-level users

have been exposed to this trend. Flagship smartphones and IoT devices now

boast having two, four, and even eight cores in their system. Intel recently

released a modified server-level Xeon-processor architecture for amateur con-

sumers as their Intel X-series processors family [40] with up to 18 cores and 36

threads.

This architectural shift has forced software developers to consider parallel

systems even more. Not long ago, parallel workloads and application were con-
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sidered to be a craft for graphics related programs or large-scale systems. Nowa-

days, only efficient parallel programs can take full advantage of all resources of

a system as more and more devices have moved to this many-core technology.

However, modifying a program to be scalable and parallel is not simple and

in some cases impossible. Writing efficient parallel software requires a precise

understanding of the underlying architecture and the hardware resources, as

these can profoundly affect the performance of a parallel application.

This added complexity motivated the creation of novel tools that help de-

velopers understand exactly how a program executes on a target architecture

and aid the development process by pointing out performance degradation and

bottlenecks in the system [76, 33]. Trace visualization is one of the most nat-

ural and most powerful ways to interpret the behavior of (parallel) programs.

It allows programmers to have a transparent and comprehensive picture of the

execution of an application, and the interaction with different resources in a

system. A variety of trace visualization and profiler tools have been introduced

and are widely used by parallel application developers especially in HPC and

performance-critical environments [23, 1, 69, 82].

There are three principal themes of modern large computer systems that are

important to account for, as those form the primary motivation for SnuMAP

and the performance metrics it profiles: co-located execution, power consump-

tion, and non-uniform memory sub-systems (NUMA). Recently, parallel pro-

grams are rarely executed in isolation on modern multi/many-core platforms.

For example, Mesos [36], a data-center OS, executes several big-data applica-

tion frameworks across distributed nodes for manageable execution with vary-

ing resource requirements. Besides, general-purpose servers and HPC centers

often execute several parallel workloads [13] simultaneously to enhance system

utilization and energy efficiency. In such environments, understanding how par-
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allel applications are executed on a given many-core platform is gaining on

importance for both software developers and data center managers. Neverthe-

less, prevalent trace profilers [58, 32, 15, 76, 61] are not adequate to provide

the before-mentioned information because most of them consider standalone

execution and do not collect compelling scheduling information from system

schedulers.

Furthermore, power consumption has rapidly become a significant concern.

It is well known that with current performance requirements the amount of

power required to power the next super-computers will exceed that of standard-

ized limits [14]. Smartphone users and, more importantly, IoT devices require

the system to be tailored to low-power consumption. These are examples of

scenarios where power consumption can be the driving force, even more than

performance. Energy, temperature, and overall power consumption are then

essential data points to be studied during the development and execution of

parallel applications. SnuMAP, consequently, realizes this and profiles different

energy metrics from different system-level resources which allow a correlation

and understanding of bottlenecks or optimizations for both better performance

and lower power consumption.

Lastly, due to the large number of cores that are being placed on a sin-

gle socket, chip manufactures apprehended that the performance gap between

the CPU and memory was exponentially increasing [63, 24, 64]. Adding more

and more cores cannot solve the performance needs as the memory subsystem

cannot keep up with these advances. Contention caused by the many memory

operations started to become even more important for software developers. As

a means to solve this problem, new architectures like NUMA were introduced

that divide the memory system into several nodes, and the cores into multi-

ple sockets. This creates a hierarchical structure of computing and memory
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nodes which adds complexity as memory requests can now be issued to a local

or a remote memory node. Memory accesses might not have been of interest

when tailoring performance for software developers, but it now is. Performance

can drastically increase if the placement of data considers NUMA characteris-

tics [12, 52, 81, 51].

In this paper, we introduce the SNU Many-core Applications Profiler (SnuMAP),

a modular open-source trace profiler framework for multi/many-core systems.

SnuMAP is light-weight, requires no source-code instrumentation and does not

incur any performance degradation of the target (parallel) application. SnuMAP

profiles three types of logically different data points: core allocation, resource

utilization, and energy.

First: core allocation. The execution trace of all threads in a (multi-threaded)

parallel applications is collected inside the Linux kernel by tracking every con-

text switch event. Since the Linux scheduler collects the scheduling informa-

tion, SnuMAP can capture performance interference and scheduling conflicts

between different (parallel) workloads and provide insights for application de-

velopers and platform resource managers. This feature is gaining relevance as

today’s multi-core systems co-schedule multiple parallel program instances to

increase system utilization.

Second: resource utilization. SnuMAP implements a small architecture-optimized

performance monitoring unit (PMU). This unit is capable of monitoring CPU

utilization and performance plus memory access patterns and the behavior of

the requests, allowing an understanding of NUMA-related performance infor-

mation, performance bottlenecks, and various types of interference.

Third: energy. SnuMAP acts as an interface for Intel’s power running aver-

age power limit (RAPL) [19] in order to measure energy and power consumption

of CPU, memory, and graphical devices on the system and correlates this infor-
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mation with resource utilization and core allocations, providing a system-level

or application-level view of the effects on energy and power consumption.

The proposed tool is not limited to the programming language. SnuMAP

captures the creation and termination of threads during an application’s lifetime

by intercepting calls to the standard operating system library. If a specific

program uses other means of execution, most frameworks provide a means to

trace such calls. In this thesis, we limit ourselves to C/C++, Java, and Python.

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 prepares the reader on differ-

ent concepts and ideas needed to understand the remaining chapters. Chapter 3

compares and introduces similar approaches used for profiling and related tools.

Chapters 4 and 5 go explain in detail SnuMAP’s design choices and implemen-

tation. We discuss various real-world use-cases on which SnuMAP excelled on

chapter 6, and conclude this thesis and present our future work on chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we overview various concepts and ideas necessary for a better

understanding of the motivation behind SnuMAP, its implementation, and the

later presented use cases.

2.1 Timing Mechanisms

In this section, we briefly explain software-based mechanisms to keep track of

time (clocks). We focused on the Linux kernel and x86 architectures. Discussing

how time is defined and kept in a system is fundamental as it forms the basis

for any profiling tool like SnuMAP.

Many of the kernel most critical parts rely on some timekeeping mechanism.

Initially, the default software-based timing system in the kernel was called timer

wheel [30]. This system is based on a global kernel value (jiffies) which is in-

cremented once on every timer-interrupt. All other timing metrics fall-back to

this value. HZ is the compile-time constant that defines the rate at which the

6
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Figure 2.1: SMP and NUMA system architecture.

system performs time-interrupts. Therefore, the values of jiffies and HZ can be

used for time conversion1:

jiffies = no.ticks

HZ = jiffies / second

seconds_to_jiffies(seconds) = seconds * HZ

jiffies_to_seconds(jiffies) = jiffies / HZ

2.2 Manycore Processors Characteristics

Many/multi-core systems have various definitions in the literature. For this

thesis we define a multiprocessor or manycore processor as a computer sys-

tem that is confirmed by two or more homogeneous Central Processing Units

(CPUs) or cores running independently of each other. Many-core systems can

1For example most x86 system kernels default to HZ of a 100 yielding a jiffy interval of
10ms.
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be categorized into two main groups regarding their architectures Symmetric

Multiprocessing (SMP), and Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) systems.

Figure 2.1 shows two 16-cores systems for both architectures. The main

difference between both architectures is the way cores are connected to each

other and to main memory. On SMP systems all cores share main memory

via a single bus. On the other hand, on NUMA systems cores are grouped

on nodes, and each node is directly connected to its local main memory via

local buses. There also exists an interconnection fabric between different nodes,

allowing all nodes to communicate with each other. Note that multiple types

of interconnection exist, for example in Figure 2.1 node zero has no direct way

to communicate to node three without communicating first with node one or

two. For this NUMA architecture to allow all its nodes to directly communicate

with all other nodes a cross-bar interconnection needs to be added between

nodes zero and three, and two and one. The memory request latency will vary

depending on if requests go to local memory or not. To showcase the effects this

NUMA characteristics have in performance we executed a simple benchmark

and report the results on Figure 2.2a for a 8-node 4-way AMD NUMA platform

(see Figure 2.2b). This simple benchmark determines the best memory rate in

megabytes (MB) per second on three different scenarios: (a) requests to local

memory, (b) requests to remote memory one hop2 away, and (c) requests to

remote memory two hops away. It is surprising that there is a reduction in

performance at must 43% only by deciding to which memory node the data

used by the benchmark is bound to.

2hop is the relative distance between two NUMA nodes. It takes an integer value in the
range [1,∞) where 1 is the shortest possible distance. For completeness, the hop distance
between a node and itself is 0.
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Figure 2.2: Effects of local and remote memory requests on a 8-node AMD
Opteron NUMA platform with 64 cores connected with 2 hops or less.

2.3 Intel RAPL

Released by Intel in 2010 as part of their open source technology initiative [42]

Intel Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) is a set of utilities and drivers to

provide both power measurements and capping power on modern systems that

use Intel chips. Power measurement using analytical models is not new; yet, it

has been possible for Intel to implement hardware power measurement func-

tions in their new processor architectures starting with SandyBridge. Multiple

approaches have been implemented and evaluated in the past [45, 8, 11, 57, 44].

However, RAPL is one of the first approaches to consider not only CPU power

modeling but also memory as an additional resource of which power can be

measured and capped [19]. In its core, RAPL is an interface for limiting both

CPU and memory power. Instead of maintaining instantaneous power limits on

both resources, RAPL tries to keep an average power limit over a sliding time

window. This single feature mitigates performance degradation present on most

power capping/budgeting frameworks that consider highly dynamic and tran-
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Figure 2.3: Intel RAPL power zones representation on a single socket.

sient workloads. Details regarding this interface are described in Intel Software

Developer’s Manual [43].

2.3.1 Power Measurement

RAPL allows power and energy measurement via on an online power-estimation

model based on hardware performance counters, leakage models, and tem-

perature. The system is logically divided into multiple power zones each of

which report independent energy values (see Figure 2.3): package, PP0/cores,

PP1/graphics, and DRAM power. Note that not all Intel processors variations

support all zones. This estimation model has been introduced in detail and

thoroughly validated by Intel [65].
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2.3.2 Power Capping

RAPL’s power capping algorithm determines the power budget that it needs to

apply independently for CPU and memory resources. For the memory subsys-

tem, power is monitored and controlled by mapping a power budget to different

low-power memory states. This, in turn, translates into different reduction ra-

tios of memory bandwidth. For example, as seen in Table 2.1 from the initial

publication of RAPL by Howard David et.al, the memory subsystem and plat-

form used was composed of 16 different memory power limiting (MPL) states

with direct mappings into bandwidth and average power consumption values.

The methods used to achieve this low-power states where mainly two: modifi-

cation of the Column Access Strobe (CAS) timing 3 and idle injection to allow

for delays when issuing commands by the memory controller.

Similarly; for CPU resources RAPL maps different power budgets to the

different mechanisms to reduce power. However, CPU power management, re-

duction, and capping have been studied and implemented more broadly than

memory. This is why the mechanisms used to reduce power varies much more

than in the case of memory. The most commonly used mechanisms by RAPL

are:

• P-states or performance steps. These are CPU energy steps represented

as a voltage and frequency pair. On Intel systems this does not quite

compare to dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) as the OS

can control only part of these levels directly; the hardware (HW) is in

charge to go beyond DVFS levels and increase performance even further

via turbo states (via Intel Turbo Boost [41]).

3Control signal used in asynchronous DRAM modules. DRAM stores data in cells indexed
by a column and row identifiers, CAS is the strobe sent by the processor to activate a column
address.
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Table 2.1: Example of MPL states for Intel RAPL’s memory capping algorithm.

MPL
State

Best Bandwidth
(%)

Worst Power
(W) Method

MPL0 100 11.9

Adjust CAS timing

MPL1 80 10.5

MPL2 66.67 9.46

MPL3 57.14 8.70

MPL4 50.0 8.12

MPL5 44.44 7.67

MPL6 40.0 7.30

MPL7 36.16 6.31

Idle injection

MPL8 33.33 6.01

MPL9 30.25 5.69

MPL10 27.07 5.35

MPL11 23.58 4.99

MPL12 20.0 4.61

MPL13 16.34 4.23

MPL14 12.33 3.80

MPL15 8.24 3.37

• T-states or throttling states. Represented as software-controlled CPU-

clock modulation levels. These are commonly controlled via thermal cool-

ing devices to avoid over-heating and damaging the processors.

• C-states or idle injection. This method enforces an idle time for each

online CPU using ratio selectable by software.

2.3.3 User Interfaces

RAPL provides different interfaces to allow users to interact with its power

capping and energy measuring capabilities. Not all interfaces provide the same

level of freedom and flexibility. The two most common interfaces are: (1) a direc-

tory structure under sysfs/powercap/intel-rapl and (2) via Model Specific

Registers (MSR). The latter approach requires the detailed specification of the

MSR address and layout, therefore, can be more cumbersome to interact with.

12



Moreover, it requires supper-user access permissions. On the other hand, sysfs

files can be read easily by any user in the system. The basic directory structure

for RAPL under sysfs is as follows:

• /sys/class/powercap

– intel-rapl:X

∗ constraint Z max power uw

∗ constraint Z name

∗ constraint Z power limit uw

∗ constraint Z time window us

∗ enabled

∗ energy uj

∗ max energy range uj

∗ name

– intel-rapl:X:Y

Where X represents the node id, Y the memory controller (MCT) id within

each node id (so this is usually 0), and finally Z represents the constraint id;

some systems for example support two different constraints on the package zone

but only one constraint on the DRAM zone. As can also be seen from the sysfs

directory structure there is no way to measure PP1 or PP0 zones independently.

For this, access to the MSRs is required.

2.3.4 Power Measurements in Other Architectures

Intel RAPL is by far the most advanced and readily accessible power me-

ter framework that does not require hardware instrumentation. Nevertheless,

other hardware manufacturers also allow energy measurements using different

methodologies, accuracy, and sampling rates; we provide a list below:

13



• Fairly recently AMD 15h processors family can report power via the Pro-

cessor Power in TDP and Average CPU Power MSRs [2].

• NVIDIA GPUs can report power usage with an error of approximately

5 Watts at a 60Hz sampling rate via the NVIDIA Management Library

(NVML) [62].

• Manufactures like ARM and IBM support the use of co-processors and

external boards to allow the collection of power information. In the case

of ARM, various cycle-accurate simulator usually also report power data

based on architecture specifications.

• Many studies have focused on power estimation using various approaches

from machine learning to online power models [9, 72, 59, 60].
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Chapter 3

Related Work

Profiling and trace visualization are standard tools for performance analysis,

debugging of large-scale systems, and modern parallel software. In this chapter,

we explore some of these tools, observe what their benefits are, and compare

them to our proposed approach: SnuMAP.

Since the inception of state-of-the-art operating systems profiling tools and

performance analyzing tools have been are the core of design and implementa-

tion decisions. Particularly during the last few years, many tracing tools have

been proposed to facilitate the detection of performance problems and bottle-

necks on large power-hungry many-core systems. Two of the most well-known

tools are Dtrace [25] and KProbes [49]. The Linux kernel itself comes with

a useful but limited set of tracers such as SystemTap [70], Ftrace [28], and

Ptrace [34]; these are usually used for debugging and analysis via script-like

queries to define specific event(s) tracing. They are in most cases sufficient, and

many other visualization tools are built on top of them [48, 73, 83]. Four of the

most recent profilers for Linux focus on NUMA architectures, performance and
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power analysis, and visualization of system invariants.

Memprof [50] is a profiler that targets NUMA architectures that analyzes

the interaction between threads and objects in an executing program. Memprof

achieves this by collecting thread events and object flows. NUMA characteris-

tics are understood by collecting memory objects using a similar approach as

SnuMAP via library interpositioning to intercept calls to the dynamic memory

allocator. Furthermore, Memprof also implements a kernel module (as SnuMAP

and other approaches do [17]) to communicate with the Linux kernel for track-

ing the life cycle of code sections and global static variables by overloading

perf event mmap. However, Memprof differs from SnuMAP in the means to col-

lect profile data. Instead of relying on performance counters to measure memory

accesses, Memprof uses Instruction Based Sampling (IBS) [46] to periodically

select a random instruction and record its performance information.

Another powerful profiler and graphical tool is Aftermath [23], an open-

source graphical tool for performance analysis and debugging. Aftermath allows

the joint visualization of task durations, hardware counters and data exchanges

in an interactive user interface. As opposed to Memprof, and using a similar ap-

proach to SnuMAP 1, Aftermath reads performance counters directly from the

target architecture via the PAPI software interface [71]. Additionally, Aftermath

provides a powerful user-graphical interface for visualizing the consolidated data

and makes it easy to apply filters to enhance essential sections.

Lastly, HPCToolKit [1]. This is a framework for analyzing the performance

and scalability bottlenecks of parallel programs. It enables powerful profiling

without code instrumentation similar to SnuMAP. HPCToolKit allows the dis-

covery and quantification of performance bottlenecks via binary analysis, top-

1It is crucial to note that SnuMAP uses its own custom interface which consists of Linux
perf, Intel PCM [39], and direct I/O of MSR devices.
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down performance analysis and scalability of measurements. Their approach

for data collection is fundamentally different than the one from SnuMAP, using

statistical sampling, event triggers, and stack unwinding.

Most of the surveyed tools focus on performance analysis of single isolated

programs and disregard an integration between performance and energy be-

haviors as a single view of a parallel application execution. Multiple co-located

workloads are no considered, and the interaction between the target applica-

tion, the parallel runtimes, and the operating system is ignored. It is often the

case that performance bottlenecks raise due to complex and intertwined inter-

actions between resource managers and running applications in sophisticated

architectures. That is why one of SnuMAP’s key features enables the visualiza-

tion of executing co-located programs interacting with the underlying resource

managers and hardware.

A similar approach was recently taken by Lozi et. al [55] to explore different

types of performance bugs in the Linux scheduler. The authors realized that

as hardware architectures become more complex, so does the resource manager

of the Linux kernel. However, new features built on top of old assumptions

have let the Linux scheduler evolve into a complex beast. The authors used

generalized data collection techniques to gather information from the kernel

without targeting a specific application within the Linux kernel. This approach

allowed them to observe the effect the Linux scheduler has on different types of

scenarios involving parallel applications.

Another compelling data point for modern profilers is power. Power con-

sumption is the driving force in many fields in computer systems and will con-

tinue to do so. The most representative profilers in this field are PowetTOP [75],

a Linux tool used to diagnose and correct power related issues. PowerTOP di-
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rectly communicates with the ACPI2 subsystem and provides specialized sup-

port for Intel drivers like intel pstate for P-states control and report, and

intel idle for C-states. Most of power and energy statistics are presented to

the user on a text-based graphical user interface (GUI) which can be somewhat

difficult to understand. As discussed on chapter 5 SnuMAP uses Intel PCM to

queries advanced Intel-specific hardware counters including power and energy

information. All these counters can be easily exported into ksysguard-suitable

log files which can be consumed by a ksysguard instance and displayed as

time-series plots.

Besides these recent contributions, through the years multiple tools have

been proposed using different techniques for data collection and analysis. In con-

trast, SnuMAP tries to be a general solution that uses data available regardless

of the programming model to create insightful visualizations of the system and

each program’s execution. Important proposed tracing tools [15, 26, 61, 78, 80]

enabled the collection of information; however, the analysis of traces is a difficult

task, and most of the time traces alone prohibit the discovery of performance

problems. A more general and powerful approach are profilers [5, 18, 61, 54, 32].

Despite offering more than tracing information, most of them focus on general

and old architectures, overseeing the complexity and specific characteristics of

modern architectures and the interaction with the target application. Lastly,

some tools [5, 58, 15, 29, 67, 76, 79] focus on specific programming models which

allows them to make strong assumptions allowing for a better understanding

of the performance of the application. However, this approach focuses on the

application as an isolated entity and does not observe the interaction with the

underlying software and hardware.

2Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI): open industry specification for
power management from the operating system.
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Chapter 4

Overview and Design

In this chapter, we present a brief overview of SnuMAP’s components and

design choices. As Figure 4.1 denotes, SnuMAP is comprised of five de-coupled

and modular components that enable profiling on both single-threaded and

co-located parallel workloads:

• SnuMAP-main: main entry point / SnuMAP-shared library.

• SnuMAP-enabled Linux kernel.

• Custom kernel module and context-switch tracker.

• Performance and power monitoring unit.

• Visualizers.

We decided to free the software developer from code instrumentation while

using SnuMAP as much as possible by intercepting calls to the standard libc

library’s main and exit routines via library interpositioning in order to signal

the start and end of profiling. We opted to interface via libc as it is a universal

and low-level system programming library; consequently, most programming
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Figure 4.1: SnuMAP software stack.

languages and frameworks provide bindings or foreign function interfaces (FFI)

for it. Similarly, we used library interpositioning for applications that also use

several parallel run-time frameworks such as OpenMP [31], MPI [27], and Intel

TBB [64] in order to collect framework-dependent information. For example,

currently, SnuMAP is able to clearly distinguish between all parallel and se-

quential sections within an OpenMP application that is being profiled.

SnuMAP also includes a kernel module and a performance and power mon-

itoring unit in order to collect the required profile information. The custom

kernel module acts as a vehicle to communicate when to start, stop, or dump

event logs from SnuMAP’s context-switch tracker. Core-allocation information

is populated via a custom context-switch tracker. As Figure 5.1 shows, the con-
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text switch logic remains untouched and the only extension happens between

context-switches of two tasks; the suspension and resume timestamp of both

tasks is recorded by SnuMAP. Note that this information is core-dependent

and so we need to differentiate the three data points core id, task id, and time

stamp. This tracker resides deeply in the core of the Linux kernel and uses the

previously described kernel module to activate itself; therefore, having no ef-

fect on tasks not being profiled by SnuMAP. We decided to allow kernel source

modification as this allows very precise timing of context-switch events for every

task on all the cores of a system with very low overhead.

The performance and power monitors constantly obtain important perfor-

mance counter and energy information from the system and correlates this in-

formation to the parallel applications of interest using the core-allocation data.

These two monitoring binaries are triggered when profiling is started and write

event logs to a trace file during their execution; providing an interface to hard-

ware performance counters and system level information that can be correlated

with the application(s) being profiled under SnuMAP.

Due to the fact that not all programming languages nor runtime frameworks

can be supported, SnuMAP includes a shared library to enable other programs

to call a single and simple API to signal the start and termination of profiling.

This method is used for example to profile Java programs (see section 5.3).

With this shared library and library interpositioning virtually any binary can

be profiled by SnuMAP. As soon as the target program starts, SnuMAP begins

collecting data for any new thread the parallel program creates, system level

utilization and power data. All data collected by SnuMAP can be selected before

starting execution; therefore, only the SnuMAP modules required to collect the

specified data will be enabled at runtime. After the parallel application finishes,

various log/trace files are created.
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Chapter 5

Implementation

In this section, we describe the different components that construct SnuMAP

at some level of detail. As discussed in chapter 4; SnuMAP can profile core

allocation, performance or resource utilization, and power.

We have divided this chapter into four relevant sections. The first two sec-

tions explore details regarding the components needed to profile core alloca-

tion information, performance/resource utilization, and power data. The third

section discusses the various user-level interfaces SnuMAP provides to commu-

nicate with the target applications to allow profiling. The last section of this

chapter discusses all the tools used to display and analyze the profiled data via

the powerful visualization tools.

5.1 Core Allocation

This sections lists and explains all modules necessary to collect and construct

core-allocation profile data. Starting with a custom Linux kernel patch to a

kernel module for communication.
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Figure 5.1: Regular context-swich vs. SnuMAP’s context-swtich tracker.

5.1.1 Kernel Patch: context-switch Tracker

In order to create high-definition plots, we opted to allow small changes to the

Linux kernel to support the collection of context-switch data. The principal

source of information for SnuMAP cor eallocation relies on the elapsed time

at each context-switch. In the Linux kernel, each core has a list of runnable

threads 1. When a thread performs a context-switch, SnuMAP stores the time

when the thread is suspended and when it is resumed.

Since our main focus is many-core architectures, SnuMAP uses jiffies, as

1In the Linux operating system the term thread and task are used interchangeably
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timing mechanism, instead of each core’s internal clock as this allows SnuMAP

to have a global synchronized view of time with respect to all other cores in the

system. SnuMAP’s context-switch tracker patch defines two additional states

for a thread in the system: (a) paused, or (b) running. A paused thread, is

the one that has been context-switched out by another thread in the same

core. In contrast, a running thread relates to a thread that is currently running

on the system on an identifiable core. The timing information produced by

tracking changes to a thread state is stored for every core using a dynamic data

structure. This data structure starts its life with a fix-size to avoid overflowing

the kernel’s memory. A list of empty timestamps buckets is generated statically

and populated at runtime. If all the buckets are utilized at runtime then a new

list is created and appended to the previous list.

All these modifications are rather minor and mainly involve the scheduler

methods that handle the creation and destruction of a thread. During the de-

sign of SnuMAP, we were well aware that trace profile tools like ptrace already

provide means to collect context-switch events information for a given applica-

tion. However, this information is not complete as it only shows the number of

context-switches that happen for a thread within the kernel but does not cor-

relate this information in a time series in relation with the core that triggered

the event.

5.1.2 Kernel Module

A kernel module is a piece of code which can be loaded/unloaded dynamically

into the Linux kernel. This is usually the way developers use to extend some

functionality without the need to re-start the system. We opted to include a

kernel module to enable/disable profiling, specially the communication and ac-

tivation of the context-swtich tracker as it completely eliminates the overhead
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of our kernel patch on threads which are not being profiled. SnuMAP’s kernel

module can be seen as the glue that enables the communication between the

Linux kernel context-switch tracker and either the dynamic (library interposi-

tioning) or static SnuMAP interface.

Custom IOCTL calls are used to directly interact with each thread data

structures within the kernel (task struct) and signal the start and stop of

context-switch tracking. A simple flag in each task struct is used to determine

if this thread should be profiled or not. Thus, all the initialization of data

structures needed for context-switch tracking and communication mailboxes

is done in this kernel module. Once profiling has been completed the kernel

module is notified and it start moving data from kernel space to the user space

in the form of a trace file. Reducing SnuMAP overhead even further by doing all

file IO after the execution of the profiled application. Note that the application

will seem as not being completed yet, as SnuMAP will take control and dump

the context-switch profile data, so timing information can be left to SnuMAP’s

trace files.

5.2 Performance and Energy Monitoring Unit

In this section, the two intertwined monitoring units for performance and ener-

gy/power are discussed. Logically they are based off the same design pattern.

They sample performance counters and at-run-time information from hardware

vendors and log this information to trace files. However; the two use different

approaches, especially as energy measurements are not readily available on all

hardware. Both the CPU and memory performance monitors use a mixture of

various libraries and tools to gather information (see Figure 5.2). Linux perf

tool is used to abstract access to common and useful hardware counters via

the perf open event system call. Intel PCM [39] is included within SnuMAP
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Figure 5.2: SnuMAP’s performance and energy monitoring unit overview.

to allow querying more complex events from Intel processors. This open-source

library abstract the direct access of MSRs exposed at the /dev/cpu/msr path.

Similarly, for non-Intel architectures; MSRs are read directly based on each

hardware provider’s developer manuals. So far, SnuMAP supports the follow-

ing architectures: AMD, Intel, and Tilera.

5.2.1 CPU Performance Monitoring

CPU performance has been studied in much detail. On most architectures dif-

ferent hardware performance counters are well supported, allowing for a better

understanding on how a workload behave on the CPU. SnuMAP queries the

following CPU related performance counters via its PMU:

• Work cycles.

• Stall cycles.

• IPS.

• Interconnect utilization.
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• Frequency, C and P-states residency.

• Branch information.

5.2.2 Memory Performance Monitoring

Memory plays a critical role in today’s complex architectures. It accounts for

approximately 25% of the total power consumption of a system [21] and, if

used incorrectly, can affect performance severely. As the number of cores in-

creases in multi-core platforms, insufficient memory bandwidth has become an

increasingly important issue. In NUMA architectures, it is often the case that

if an application incurs multiple remote accesses to non-local memory this will

highly affect performance. In other words, if an application incurs multiple re-

mote accesses, the application should be restructured to use (neighboring) local

memory(ies). For these reasons and the importance of understanding the effects

of an application on the memory hierarchy SnuMAP collects a large range of

performance counters regarding memory and cache information. Among the

most important ones we have:

• Inter-node requests.

• Caches hits, and misses.

• Caches and TLBs’ loads, stores and prefetches.

• Caches residency.

• DRAM clocks.

• Bytes written/read to/from each memory controller.

The collected information is time stamped using Linux jiffies which al-

lows for it to be synchronized with other collected performance data.
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5.2.3 Energy/Power Monitoring

Energy and power are difficult metrics to collect from current systems. There

are no actual performance counters that expose this information. Instead, ex-

ternal power meters are used. Yet, the sampling rate of these approaches are

low and the process error-prone. Additionally, it is difficult to synchronize be-

tween the execution of an application and readings from an external piece of

hardware. A small set of expensive motherboards include a power meter as part

of its Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI) firmware which allows

readings of power and energy at a higher sampling rate than external power me-

ters. However, these tools have proven not to be accurate enough [47]. SnuMAP

takes another approach. It focuses only on Intel architectures and uses RAPL

power models to measure energy and power. As described on chapter 2 RAPL,

despite not being accurate, if compared to external hardware, it understands

the behavior of power on changing workloads and can predict energy usage for

CPU, memory and graphics accurately [20, 22, 35, 66]. SnuMAP enables the

measurement of power and energy of CPU, memory, and graphics via RAPL

through its sysfs interface. It then logs and synchronizes this information with

the timestamp of the target parallel application. SnuMAP can also correlate

the power consumption of individual applications as it understands the core al-

location and power consumption at a given set of times thought the execution

of the application on the system.

5.3 User-level Interfaces

This section explains the various interfaces which expose SnuMAP profiling to

virtually any parallel application independent of the programming language or

runtime framework used.
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5.3.1 Dynamic Interface: Library Interpositionining

As mentioned in previous sections, SnuMAP refers to as a dynamic interface to

its library-interpositioning module that allows the interception of entry and exit

points of any supported parallel application. This interface is shown to the user

in the form of an executable (snumap main) which allows the easy execution of

binaries. For example, if we have a binary called foo which can be executed

on the terminal using the command: $ ./foo, the only modification necessary

to profile this application under SnuMAP is to prepend the main entry point

component: $ snumap main foo.

This dynamic interface can be extended further depending on the runtime

framework used. SnuMAP supports the addition of methods to perform library

interpositioning in order to collect runtime-specific data. For example, OpenMP

applications can be further characterized by what parallel section each thread

belongs to within a parallel application. This information is available from

the library implementation of OpenMP. The de facto GNU implementation

of OpenMP on most Linux boxes is GOMP [31]. This library implements two

routines (GOMP parallel start and GOMP parallel end) that are intercepted

by SnuMAP and allow it to determine when a parallel section is started or ends.

Similar to this example other runtime-frameworks can add additional columns

of data to SnuMAP trace files and use the same visualization tools to correlate

profile information even further.

5.3.2 Static Interface: Shared Library

SnuMAP tries to be general enough by providing a shared library implemen-

tation as a gateway to enable an application to be profiled. Binaries can bind

to this application programming interface (API) either with code instrumenta-

tion, C-bindings or Foreign Function Interfaces (FFI). This API is simple and
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Table 5.1: SnuMAP communication API.

Function Signature Description

snumap start profiling

(char* conf path)

Marks this parallel application to track its con-
text switches, and according to the given con-
figuration file it will also set sampling rates
and modules to load to perform profiling.
This configuration file is in TOML format and
it is described in depth in SnuMAP’s user-
documentation.

snumap stop profiling

(void)

Marks the termination of this parallel applica-
tion, and prepares the trace log files for later
visualization and analysis.

minimal as it only signals the start and end of a parallel application. Table 5.1

describes this API.

Other cases: Example Java JNI

Java applications run on top of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) so SnuMAP is

not able to provide an easy way to profile these applications. The solution is the

Java Native Interface (JNI); which allows Java programs to execute native code

via a dynamic linker. However, it requires a very particular and error-prone for-

mat. SnuMAP open-source site provides multiple examples we include multiple

examples that show how to profile Hadoop map-reduce jobs, like wordCount,

using a collaboration between JNI and the static SnuMAP interface.

A shared library is created with specific function names that depend on

the project namescope and class names. With this naming convention the Java

dynamic linker is able to find the SnuMAP interface methods, and call them

from a Java program. Due to this unusual format, a general solution is not
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possible for Java applications. Instead, extra modifications to match a target

Java application hierarchy (package name, and class name) in the shared library

function names are required2. Additionally, it is also required to load the shared

library statically, and explicitly call the SnuMAP interface methods from within

the target Java program to enable profiling.

5.4 Visualizations

SnuMAP also provides a set of graphical tools that enable the analysis and visu-

alization of all profile data. In this section, we present a list of possible graphs

that can be generated by using SnuMAP as a profile and visualization tool.

All visualization are constructed as Python Matplotlib Figures [37]. Therefore,

SnuMAP visualizations inherit all the dynamic behavior of Matploblib; zoom,

scrolling, cutting, saving, changing axis, etc.

All collected performance counters including memory and power consump-

tion information can be represented in time-series plots. Therefore, according

to SnuMAP given configuration each performance counter creates its own axis

within the same plot instance with the X-axis synchronized across all figures.

This allows direct correlation among different types of information.

Additionally, SnuMAP allows filtering information on an application-level

correlating system level information on top of each application that took part of

a profile execution. Note that not all collected hardware performance counters

can be correlated to each individual application as only system level information

is available. For example, power consumption per application can be estimated

but not accurately displayed as power measurement are only available at the

package level.

2Note that modifying only the method name is sufficient.
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5.4.1 Core vs. Time

Core vs. time visualizations are based on Gantt charts and show, on the y-axis,

every core of the target architecture, and, on the x -axis, the time (increment in

jiffies). With this setup, SnuMAP can plot the elapsed time an application’s

thread executed on each core As for programs that use one of the supported

runtime programming models, SnuMAP can produce a core vs. time plot to

distinguish each parallel section. This makes it easier to diagnose the possible

causes of performance bottlenecks, as each colored parallel section is identified

by its function’s memory address. These visualizations are two powerful tools

that can enable a deeper understanding of parallel application patterns in the

underlying architecture for both developer and resource managers.
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Chapter 6

Overhead

An important aspect of any profiler is the overhead it introduces on both the

system and the target applications. This overhead can not only slow down the

normal execution of an application but also affect the accuracy of measurements

and therefore lead to wrong conclusions and correlations. We have claimed

through this thesis that SnuMAP is lightweight. In this chapter, we elaborate

on this via experiments and discuss possible ways SnuMAP can improve upon to

avoid or completely eliminate the minor overhead that there still exists. All data

shown in this chapter was obtained from a 20-core Intel platform described in

Table 7.1 using eight OpenMP applications from NPB3.3 and PARSEC parallel

benchmarks.

Profiling an application with SnuMAP is a three-step process:

1. Start application.

2. Collect performance information.

• Track context-swithces.
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Figure 6.1: Normalized execution time of SnuMAP’s context-switch tracker
overhead across multiple applications for 20-cores vs. 1-core cases.

• Read performance counters and write count to a file.

3. On application termination write context-switch tracking information to

a trace file.

Note that tracking the context-switches and reading performance counters

happen in parallel thus their overhead can be hidden somewhat, regardless of

this we have divided this chapter into two sections that discuss the overhead of

SnuMAP’s context-switch tracker and PMU monitor separately.

6.1 Context-switch Tracker

As discussed in Chapter 5 SnuMAP requires a kernel-patch in order to support

context-switch tracking capabilities. This adds a small latency to the target

application as it stores the timestamp for every context switch. In Figure 6.1

we show the normalized execution time of eight OpenMP parallel applications.

In average SnuMAP’s context-switch tracker generates a shy 3% of overhead in

terms of execution time. This overhead is highly dependant on how the scheduler

enqueues the tasks and the number of cores. The number of cores will affect this

latency as for a parallel application depending on how scalable it is the work

that can be distributed to multiple cores will reduce the total overhead as the
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context-switches will happen in parallel. This is shown clearly in Figure 6.1 there

is a small difference between the overhead when restricting the applications to

a single core as opposed when running on multiples cores on all applications

used. In average this difference is around 2% of the overall execution time. After

further experiments, we discover that our metric of time (jiffies) sometimes is

not precise enough and context switches can happen within a single increment

of the clock. This is why it would be possible to reduce this overhead slightly

by merging multiple context-switch time stamps that fall within the same clock

increment. Other than the previously mention optimization fine-grain code and

data-structure optimization could be implemented to further reduce the latency

introduced by the context-switch tracker.

6.2 PMU Monitor

6.2.1 Reading Performance Counters

One of the major sources of overhead from SnuMAP’s PMU monitor is the com-

munication between SnuMAP and low-level kernel interfaces that enable read-

ing performance counters. Regardless of the intermediate interface used to read

hardware-dependant counters most of them require to pass via a sub-system

or kernel-interface. For example, SnuMAP currently uses the perf subsystem

to read general and commonly used performance counters. Reading perf events

eventually result in calls to the read() system call which introduces large la-

tency as system calls are entirely managed by the operating system. A solution

to bypass the operating system exists for x86 architectures using the RDPMC1

instruction. This instruction allows reading performance counters directly from

the physical register and storing the current count on specified regions of mem-

ory enabling a similar user-level interface as perf events. This methodology is

1RDPMC stands for: Read Performance-Monitoring Counters.
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Figure 6.2: Experimental results of SnuMAP PMU monitor’s overhead on var-
ious workloads and sampling rates.

somewhat similar to reading MSR registers. Nevertheless, note that usually

MSR registers are read using Linux default interface (/dev/msr) which com-

pletely defeats the purpose as it requires to context-switch into the operating

system.

6.2.2 Discussion

On Figure 6.2 we explore the overhead introduced by SnuMAP’s PMU monitor

from two perspectives. First, on Figure 6.2a we show the normalized perfor-

mance loss (in terms of total execution time) of eight OpenMP scenarios. As

can be seen, using SnuMAP’s PMU monitor at the highest sampling rate (1

millisecond) the execution time of the target applications increases by 8.2%,

which can be think of as a minor overhead considering that this includes the

time it takes to write the register’s counts to a file (writing trace files overhead).

Second, on Figure 6.2b we show the overhead introduced by SnuMAP in specific

scenarios with different sampling rates. It is clear that if not high-resolution at
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the millisecond level is needed it is possible to reduce the overhead from 8.2%

to approximately 1% in the case of EP FT by simply changing the PMU monitor

sampling rate from one to five milliseconds. However, it must be noted from the

figures that despite we correlate the overhead to be dependant on the target

application, in fact, we expect this overhead to affect any application equally

and only depend on the sampling rate as shown in Figure 6.2b, and interfer-

ence introduced by the operating system and additional overhead when writing

measurements to trace files. Despite not being a negligible overhead, the worst

case results were presented and the modular capabilities of SnuMAP enable it

to reduce this overhead further by only profiling performance counters that are

required. Additionally, a binary format representation for SnuMAP trace files

will reduce the amount of data needed to be written to a file at each sampling

rate reducing the overhead accordingly.
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Chapter 7

Use Cases and Evaluation

In this chapter we present a use-case based evaluation of the proposed profiler,

using a large variety of platforms and architectures. SnuMAP proved to be of

great help on all of them and aided the analysis and understanding of perfor-

mance bugs, the interaction with the underlying system and the effects of the

scheduler and load balancer.

7.1 Target Architectures

We evaluated multiple use cases using five different many-core systems, detailed

described in table 7.1. The AMD and Intel servers represent NUMA systems

with many-core and multi-socket capabilities, while the Tile-Gx38 platform

represents a mesh-style many-core processor.

7.2 Target Applications

We selected several OpenMP applications from the SNU-NPB3.3 [68] imple-

mentation of the NAS parallel benchmark [6] and PARSEC 3 [10] to showcase
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Table 7.1: Description of Target Architectures.

Name Processor Frequency DRAM Cores Nodes Linux Kernel

AMD32 [3] Opteron 6276 2.4GHz 32GB 32 2 3.19

AMD64 [4] Opteron 6380 2.5GHz 126GB 64 8 4.4

Tilera [56] Tile-Gx8036 1.2GHz 32GB 36 2 3.14

Intel72 [38] Xeon E7-8870 v3 2.1GHz 504GB 72 4 4.16

Intel20 [38] Xeon E5-2630 v4 2.2GHz 126GB 20 2 4.16

the capabilities of SnuMAP on massively parallel OpenMP workloads. Addi-

tionally, we also included other.

7.3 Space-shared Scheduling Scenario

Modern operating system and parallel programming models are known to have

conflicting goals and assumptions. Space-shared scheduling has been proposed

as a means to address performance and interference issues [74]. This approach

splits the scheduler into two: (a) a coarse grained resource manager, repre-

sented by a space-shared scheduler, and (b) a fined-grained resource manager,

representing parallel programming models that provide at-runtime decisions for

resource allocation. This is an exciting approach, and multiple prototypes have

been proposed [7, 53, 77, 16].

We decided to use SnuMAP core vs. time plotting capabilities to see in

detail how one of this approaches implements a space-shared runtime system

that works on top of the Linux kernel and scheduler. The runtime implemen-

tation chosen has a simple scalability model based on CPU utilization, so with

increase CPU utilization more cores should be given to an application. Simi-

larly, if the CPU utilization falls below a threshold, the runtime system salvages

some of those under-utilized cores. Figure 7.1 shows the core vs. time plot for

a co-located scenario with three application (EP, BT, and SP). From the Fig-
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Figure 7.1: SnuMAP core vs. time plot for three-concurrent applications (EP,
FT and SP all class D) on the Intel72 platform running on top of a space-shared
runtime system based on a simple scalability model.

ure, we can observe that because threads from all the parallel applications are

fixed to specific cores, there are not nearly as much thread migrations as in the

other cases when using the default Linux scheduler. Also, note how all cores

are utilized by all application but the number that is assigned to each applica-

tion changes based on the phase of each application dynamically. This simple

scenario demonstrates how useful SnuMAP can be by resource managers, nor

only when developing new scheduling algorithms but also as a way to test and

corroborate the proposed approach.

Similar to core resource, SnuMAP allowed us to visualize the power con-

sumption impact the runtime system has for both CPU and DRAM. In Fig-

ure 7.2 nodes two and three are the ones that account for must of the DRAMs

power consumption this can be explained by the fact that SP is a memory

bound application, and it is fully allocated on parts of nodes three, two and one

during its execution. Moreover, the DRAM power consumption of nodes zero
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Figure 7.2: SnuMAP CPU and DRAM power consumption plots for three-
concurrent applications (EP, FT, and SP all class D) on the Intel72 platform
running on top of a space-shared runtime system based on a simple scalability
mode.

and one remains relatively low until approximately second 40. We can infer this

happens because before that point most of the cores on nodes zero and one are

allocated for application EP which is a CPU intensive application.

7.4 Multiple Applications Scenarios

In this section we present various OpenMP co-located scenarios. We show how

SnuMAP can be used to better understand the interaction with the underlying

platform, other co-located applications and each application’s patterns regard-

ing power consumption, CPU utilization and memory usage.

For the OpenMP workloads BT, MG, and LU represent memory intensive

scalable applications, whereas EP is CPU intensive and CG issues irregular

memory accesses. Each application computes over a specific problem size, also

known as the class size. We executed all possible permutations of pairs of exist-
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Figure 7.3: SnuMAP core vs. time plot for two-concurrent applications (LU
class A, and EP class B) on the AMD 32 platform.

ing applications of the SNU-NPB3.3 benchmark suite on all architectures but

present here a subset of the most interesting co-located scenarios.

7.4.1 Two Applications on AMD32

Figure 7.3 shows a core vs. time plot generated by SnuMAP after profiling the

concurrent execution of LU (class size A) and EP (class size B) on the AMD 32

architecture. A detail interaction between these two apps and the underlying

system is easily noted via SnuMAP plot. The effects of the Linux scheduler

and the load balancer are visible. Note how the work is balanced among all

the cores, and how the scheduler seems to favor LU at the beginning of the

execution, to later start making room for EP tasks. An interesting particularity

is the lack of work for a short period on core number six. SnuMAP core vs.

time plots are especially useful for visualizing synchronization bottlenecks; at

the center-left of the graph we observe that LU seems to stop executing for
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Figure 7.4: SnuMAP core vs. times plot distinguishing individual parallel sec-
tions of a single application (EP class B) in a concurrent applications scenario
(EP class B, and LU class A) on the AMD 32 architecture.

short periods of time, this is due to the many synchronizations generated by

many small parallel sections.

Additionally, Figure 7.4 shows the core vs. time plot generated by SnuMAP

after profiling the concurrent execution of EP (class size B) and LU (class size

C) on the AMD 32 architecture. These are the same trace data as used for

Figure 7.3. Nevertheless, in this case, we isolated the profile data of only the

EP application, and by using the extra trace file generated for this OpenMP

application, SnuMAP can plot individual parallel sections using different colors.

From this type of plot, it becomes apparent which code sections is executed

at a given time. By looking at the results, it seems that the parallel sections

labeled sequential1, and 0x401260 are the longest running sections. Also, the

interaction between parallel sections is minimal as they appear to execute in

1sequential refers to the code section that does not spawn more tasks. Instead, it is the one
called from a parallel code section. In the case of OpenMP, this happens on nested for loops
which are parallelized via nested pragmas.
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Figure 7.5: SnuMAP core vs. times plot for two-concurrent applications work-
load (CG class A, and BT class C) on the Tilera platform.

batch (one after another).

7.4.2 Two Applications on Tilera

Figure 7.5 shows the core vs. time plot generated by SnuMAP after profiling

the concurrent execution of CG (class size A) and BT (class size C) on the

Tile-Gx36 architecture. This is an interesting result because it shows how the

architecture and the scheduler allocate cores to both applications with high

resolution. The overall allocation of CG interleaves the allocation of BT in

sets of three cores. The result of such an allocation is an equal division of the

processor in half. This might be the case so that each application is closer (in

hop distance) to the nearest memory bank Also, note the center of the plot;

two empty vertical lines are visible, these represent two synchronization points

of the BT application.
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7.5 Python Scenario
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Figure 7.6: SnuMAP’s plots for Python workload on the Intel72 system.

Python provides out of the box support for a FFI library called CFFI.

This library enables direct communication with SnuMAP allowing profiling on

Python workloads very easily. To showcase this, we instrumented and executed

a simple Python parallel workload that uses the multiprocessing library to

chunkenize work into as many tasks as there are cores on the system. As can

be seen in Listing 7.5 only a few lines of code need to be added to enable the

communication with SnuMAP shared library (lines 10-16 and 22-23).
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Listing 7.1: Instrumentation example to enable SnuMAP profiling on a Python
script via the CFFI standard library.

1 import multiprocessing

2 from cffi import FFI

3 from .factorize import factorize, distribute_work

4

5 ffi = FFI()

6

7 # allocate a char* for SnuMAP’s config path & return a pointer to it

8 snumap_config = ffi.new(’char []’, ’./snumap_config.toml’)

9

10 # define SnuMAP’s API

11 ffi.cdef(’void snumap_start_profling(char* conf_path);’)

12 ffi.cdef(’void snumap_stop_profling(void);’)

13

14 # open SnuMAP shared library and start profiling

15 snumap_lib = ffi.dlopen(’libSnuMAP.so’)

16 snumap_lib.snumap_start_profling(snumap_config)

17

18 # actual work: factorize all ints in workset on all cores

19 work_set = list(range(0, 950000))

20 distribute_work(work_set, multiprocessing.cpu_count())

21

22 # stop profiling

23 snumap_lib.snumap_stop_profiling()

In Figure 7.6 we present part of SnuMAP’s profiling results after executing

the Python workload on the Intel72 platform. As can be seen in Figure 7.6(a)

the most power consumed by both DRAM and CPU for this workload happens

within the first 30 seconds of execution. This is an interesting finding because

despite that the total execution time of this workload is much longer than this

initial 30 seconds most of the power is consumed within the first section. If we

analyze the workload code in more detail, we realize that the factorize func-

tion despite being slightly CPU intensive it executes rather quickly. However, it

needs a large input work set. This work-set, the division of work, scheduling, and

creation of tasks is all done before the actual execution by the multiprocessing

library. Hence, there is only spikes on both power and memory requests (Fig-

ure 7.6(b)) at the beginning of the execution. Note also the strong correlation

between DRAM power consumption and memory requests for each one of the

nodes in the system.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

8.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we introduced SnuMAP: a light-weight many-core system profiler.

The proposed profiler is capable of collecting core allocation information, per-

formance information from both CPU and DRAM, as well as power information

for single or co-located parallel applications. We have evaluated the functionali-

ties of SnuMAP on four different Linux-based manycore platforms. Various case

studies show the amount of useful information that SnuMAP can provide, even

at a short glance. Software developers can efficiently use a single set of tools

all included in SnuMAP’s framework to better understand performance bottle-

necks, power consumption and memory behavior on multiprocessing systems.

Additionally, SnuMAP automatically profiles any binary without the need for

code instrumentation in most cases via library interpositioning and provides a

simple shared library gateway as API to enable profiling.
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8.2 Future Work

SnuMAP profiles various important hardware performance counters that are

critical in understanding performance and interaction with the underlying ar-

chitecture. However, not all hardware vendors provide the same clean interface.

Various improvements can be made to support more architectures and more

hardware performance counters. Moreover, application-dependant information

is usually more useful than a holistic view of the system, so we plan to extend

SnuMAP capabilities to correlate different data points to application-dependent

information. Also, we would like to explore the use of different type of visual-

ization to represent information better, as well as experiment with other types

of data storage formats like binary files or pseudo files systems.
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요약

이 논문에서는 매니코어 시스템을 위한 모듈 방식의 공개 소스 추적 프로파일러

인 SnuMAP를 제안한다. SnuMAP은 응용 프로그램마다 코어 분배, 파워, CPU,

그리고 메모리 이용률과 같은 관심있는 다양한 데이터에 관한 전반적인 시스템

관점을 제공한다. 게다가, SnuMAP은 가볍고 해당 응용 프로그램의 소스 코드

의 수정이 필요 없으며, 또한 병렬 처리 응용 프로그램의 성능도 감소시키지 않

는다. 대신, 응용 프로그램 개발자와 매니코어 자원 관리자로부터 가치 있는 정

보 및 이해를 필요로 한다. 이러한 종류의 도구는 시스템 이용률을 증가시키는

데 목적을 둔 현대의 매니코어 시스템의 많은 병렬적 워크로드의 동시 스케줄링

처럼 점점 더 중요해지고 있다. 우리는 SnuMAP을 다양한 연구 과제에 사용할

수 있도록 하며 이 논문에서 SnuMAP에서 제공하는 시각 자료와 데이터로 찾

을 수 있는 중요한 결과 예시를 보여준다. 이 과제는 원래 간단한 공개 소스 프

로파일러에서 출발하였고 점점 복잡한 분석 도구로 발전하였다. 더 많은 정보는

http://csap.snu.ac.kr/software/snumap 에서 확인할 수 있다.

주요어: 프로파일러, 매니코어 시스템, NUMA, 파워, Intel RAPL

학번: 2016-22100
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